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it's better
to see something
once than
to hear about
it a thousand times.
- unknown

The Mission
Join us on a truly unforgettable travel
experience. Practice daily mindful
movement, immerse and embrace island
living, nourishing Greek food, healing
Mediterranean swims, all while you
connect with like minded travellers.
Invest in a transformational experience
that encourages soul expansive growth.

Included

Excluded

The Investment

Six nights shared in Captain Zeppos, modern white house

Flights and transportation around the island.

R16400 or €930 pp sharing

Direct access to the sea and walking distance to all shops,
restaurants and amenities

Lunch and dinners (an opportunity to explore the rest of the
island in your own time (insider tips will definitely be shared).

R26000 or €1480 for your own room
50% non-refundable deposit secures your booking

Two daily outdoor yoga and mindfulness meditation practices

Additional excursions

Full day private sailing trip to the beautiful Kleftico Caves, all
food, drinks and snorkelling gear included

Additional mindfulness coaching sessions.

Refunds can only be made with replacements.

One private mindfulness coaching session
Connecting and traveling with like minded people

The Reviews
I attended this yoga retreat in June this year with The Mindful
Movement. This retreat was exactly what my soul needed. We
did yoga (fit for all levels) at sunrise, explored the island at our
own leisure in the day, napped (yay!), ate beautiful food and
meditated at sunset. Loved the fact that Tasia encouraged us to
really retreat ourselves and find space to connect with our
inner being. She also held space for anyone who needed to chat
during the retreat which I felt was a beautiful gift. Who would
have thought that the girl who was always too afraid to jump
into cold water, or swim in waters unknown(literally and
figuratively), would jump off a big rock into the Mediterranean
Sea, while being cheered on by a group of girls I just met, and
that, right there, is where I'd find a piece of myself I always
kept "controlled" and "hidden". I came back with a new view of
who I AM, that I AM meant to share my light with others, the "I
AM" who was always there waiting to be seen. Being on the
retreat helped me find it. My heart explodes with gratitude for
this beautiful human. Thank you Tasia for the beautiful
experience.
- Taryn Cerqueira

ABSOLUTE PLEASURE ! There is no other word to fully
describe the mindful movement retreat I’ve been expérienced
in milos island with Anastasia - and the lovely humans I met
there. Pardon my french in advance !
I particularly liked the update before the travel about Milos sending apps and what to do there - also very communicative
on the yoga class schedule - once we got there everything way
just amazing ! The place where you’d be living is just amazing,
everything is made to make you feel the best and show up in
your practice. I made memories like never before during a yoga
retreat. Speaking about the cost. Most of us would consider it
as à big deal - BUT - it worth it x 10000000 in wellbeing in
making memories and some of the very special journey from
you to you. I would definitely recommend to go and go back
next year. A special thanks to my friend Tania that brought me
in this wonderful experience.
- Nana Florance

Our Greece retreat was the first time I felt like myself in a long
time. I cannot tell you how exhilarating it was to laugh with
girls I had met only a week before, and truly treasure them as
soul sisters. I went on the retreat with several intentions and
without even knowing it, you helped me achieve them all and
then some! The caring and gentle way you structured the
retreat and the content allowed me to deal with issues that had
caused me pain for so long. I am deeply grateful to have
experienced this with you and I will never forget it. Thank you
Tash for helping me “find my mojo” again and helping me
rediscover what true happiness feels like!
- Courtney Dunford

Getting to travel and explore a new place, through the lens of
mindfulness and how it all related to my own personal journey,
was an incredibly epic way to travel! I felt so grateful to be
sensitively and expertly guided through the foreign culture your knowledge and advice was invaluable to the experience of
Greece and was SO worth the investment. The food, the views,
the accommodation - all incredible, the whole thing felt like a
dream. I was blown away by how all the ladies shared their
experiences of womanhood - women need to become conscious
of our own integrity, boundaries, self respect and self
enhancement and I think yoga and similar practices have such
an important role to play in showing us how to turn inwards
and advocate for ourselves.
- Cath Scott

Connect & Book
hello@themindfulmovement.co.za
www.themindfulmovement.co.za

